
#31014, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, HILANDARSKA OKOLINA

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 120 m² €1,400 CHECK AVAILABILITY

ALL OPT CITY CE YES 2 0 1 1 YES NO NO NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 2 2

Apartment is situated in the center of city, on the very busy location. Nearby are many restaurants, coffee shops, banks and

shops. Lines of the public transportation and city roads connect this part of the town with every other location of the city. Styled,

older building with nicely maintained entrance hall and elevator. On the apartment entrance is small anteroom with closet which

is expanding into the spacious, cosy living room in warm colors and with fireplace, with enhanced lights to the particular

furniture pieces and parts of interior. Into two large bedrooms can be entered from the living room furnished with built in

wardrobes, classic closets and king size beds. One of the bedrooms is master bedroom and its bathroom is with a shower and

glass closet, while the other is furnished with desk and piano also in classic form. At disposal is and second bathroom with

shower. Kitchen and dining area is one space equipped with modern furniture, elements and appliances, and has exit to the little

terrace overlooking the inner yard. The whole space is furnished in modern manner with plenty classic details in every room,

making the ambiance specific and original. Plaster works, halogen lightning and artistic pieces and pictures enrich the space and

make it desirable for art lovers and cosy, modern life.
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